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merit. Always a sensitive character, Give became mentally
harassed and depressed, and committed suicide in 1774.
The previous year, however, when the Company was forced
to sue for a loan of at least £1,000,000, the English. Govern-
ment had taken the first step towards the acknowledgment
of its responsibilities by passing the Regulating Act.
and passes The Government now granted to the Company the fateful
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ing Act,       privilege of shipping tea direct to America and a loan of
I774'	£1,400,000, on which it was to pay 4 per cent, interest.   In
future all territory acquired by the Company was to be the
property of the English State: the supremacy of the Governor
of Bengal over the Presidencies of Bombay and Madras was
asserted.    The old Council at Calcutta was replaced by a
Council of Four, nominated in the first instance by Parliament,
afterwards by the Directors with the approval of the Crown.
A new Supreme Court of Justice was elected, consisting of
the Chief Justice and three judges, all appointed by the
Crown; it was hoped that this Court would provide protection
to  native  suitors  against oppression.    The political and
military correspondence of the Company was to be submitted
to the Secretary of State.    The acceptance of presents from
natives was forbidden and private trading was restricted.
On the whole this was a statesmanlike measure: the re-
sponsibility of the British Government for the equitable
treatment of India was recognised.   Without defining the
relation of the State to the Company, the affairs of the latter
were opened to the scrutiny of the Government: and the Act
attempted to establish an effective Central Administration
for India.   The Act had these main defects: it failed to
define the powers of the Council of Four and the Supreme
Court; it left the Governor at the mercy of the Four coun-
cillors ; and the Governor of Bengal had inadequate control
over the Governors of Bombay and Madras.
The civil re-     The first Governor of Bengal under the new system was
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Warren        Warren Hastings.   He moved the Revenue Administration
Hastmgs      from Murshidabad to Calcutta, and transferred the collection
and management of the taxes from Indian to English officials.
He then made an examination of the Land Revenue, at-
tempting to remove its injustices and to  introduce an

